When you look at the moon how does the shape seem to change over time?

We observed the moon and then read books to learn more about what we saw. We found out that the moon doesn’t really change shape. The change is just how much of the moon you can see.
But, the shape of the moon appears to change over time.
This is the **new moon**.
It looks all **dark**.
Then comes a **crescent moon**. It looks like a **smile** or a **banana**.

The moon seems to be getting **bigger**.
Then comes a **quarter moon**. It looks half lit up.

The moon seems to be getting **bigger**.
Then comes the gibbous moon. It looks like a circle with a smile cut out.

The moon seems to be getting bigger.
Then there is a **full moon**.
It looks all lit up and round.
After the full moon, the moon appears to get smaller.
The moon seems to be getting smaller.

This is the **gibbous moon**. It looks like a full moon with a crescent cut out of it.
Then comes the quarter moon. It looks like a full moon with one half cut out.

The moon seems to be getting smaller.
Then comes the crescent moon. It looks like a grin.

The moon seems to be getting smaller.
Now it’s a **new moon** again, and we can’t see it night or day!

Then the whole thing happens all over again. **First the moon seems to get bigger, then the moon seems to get smaller.**
It’s one of nature’s awesome patterns!
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